Abstract
Introduction

50
SO2 is the precursor of ambient sulfate, which is a major component of particulate consistent with the reported trend of SO2 emissions from China.
64
In 2012, PM2.5 was introduced into China's ambient air quality standard by the Therefore, the fourth metric is the outflow flux of sulfur from China to the Western
94
Pacific.
95
Within the context of currently available emission control plans in China, we simulated SO2 columns are 6% higher in NC, 2% higher in SC and 8% lower in SWC.
206
The discrepancy between the modeled and OMI SO2 is within ±10% for all the three 207 regions, indicating an overall good simulation of SO2 by the GEOS-Chem model. China by the GEOS-Chem model for an extremely polluted month of January 2013.
210
Since we used a different bottom-up inventory with higher SO2 emission from NC and
211
simulated a different year, we did not find evidence that SO2 emissions were 212 underestimated in winter 2010.
213
The simulated and observed surface sulfate concentrations at the three surface the largest among the regional efficiency factors of inter-regional transport. As a result,
354
the national-mean β of sulfate is the highest in the S2 scenario (0.76), followed by S1
355
(0.71), and the mechanism to explain this regional difference will be further discussed 
Regional differences in sulfur chemistry and transport
422
presented in Section 3, we investigate in this section the regional differences in the Therefore, SO2 emission change will have a stronger impact on gas phase oxidation 469 than aqueous phase oxidation and this explains why when SO2 emissions decrease, the 470 relative decrease of gas phase oxidation is larger than that of aqueous phase oxidation.
471
Since the proportion of gas phase oxidation in NC (55%) is much larger than that in 472 SC (36%) and SWC (27%), the total SO2 oxidation rates in NC is more sensitive to 473 SO2 emission changes than those over SC and SWC. 
Sulfur transport
475
The decrease of sulfate concentrations for each region is less than the extent that Figure 9 for NC, SC, and SWC separately.
485
For the annual average, within-region SO2 emissions contribute 68% of sulfate 
Robustness test
518
The chemistry of SO2 conversion to sulfate and the transport of sulfur 519 compounds are dependent on both meteorology and emissions. We used a single that from the S1-S4 emission reduction scenarios. and β for national mean PWC is the largest when SO2 emission reduced from SC. it will not affect the conclusion of this study.
567
In summary, we find SO2 emissions reduction has a larger influence on gas phase and thus SO2 emission reduction from SC has the least influence on the transport flux.
579
The and SO2 columns data from OMI. 
